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Introduction: volume & outcome of 
rectal cancer

• Hospital volume
– 5-year survival HR=0.85, 95% CI 0.77 to 0.93

– Operative mortality OR=0.97, 95% CI 0.70 to 1.33

– Permanent stoma OR=0.64, 95% CI 0.45 to 0.90

• Surgeon volume
– 5-year survival HR=0.99, 95% CI 0.86 to 1.14

– Operative mortality OR=0.86, 95% CI 0.62 to 1.19

– Permanent stoma 0.75, 95% CI 0.64 to 0.88

Archampong et al., Cochrane Database Syst. Rev, 2012



Introduction

• Hospital volume and outcome of rectal cancer

– Many observational studies: low degree evidence

– Definitions not homogenous

– Differences between hospital and specialist

– Differences between countries

– Discrepencies between studies

Influence of volume: Myth or Reality ?

Archampong et al., Cochrane Database Syst. Rev, 2012



Introduction

• Hospital volume and outcome of rectal cancer

– Quality of care depends on wider facilities and 
competencies not merely volume

– Importance of case-mix

– Impact of audit

Khuri et al., WJS, 2005
Burns et al., Annals of Surgery 2012
Livingston et al., JAMA 2010



Background & Aim

• Hypothesis:

Hospital volume could predict of quality of care of 
rectal cancer and a determine oncological outcome 

• Aim: 

Determine the actual effect of volume on quality of 
care indicators and oncological outcome in 
PROCARE



Patients and Method

• PROCARE and Belgian Cancer Registry (BCR)

• Between 2006 and 2011

• Elective TME : 0 to 10 cm from anal verge

• Stage IV excluded

• 1469 patients from 68 hospitals

• Volume analysed as continuous variable

• Proficiency assessed for quality indicators : 
individually or per domain



Patients and Method

• Volume and quality indicators : logistic regression 
models or linear models 

• Oncological endpoints : Cox proportional hazard

– local recurrence rate (LRR)

– overall recurrence (ORR)

– overall survival (OS)

• Ajusted for confounders

– Factors related to both volume and the oncologic 
outcomes were confounders adjusted for



Results



Pearson correlations 
(p-value)
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Horizontal line represents the overall mean score with its 95% and 99% CI 

Funnel plot of global quality score and 
hospital volume



Volume effect size on SSO rate

PROCARE
N = 1263

SSO rate (unadjusted)
OR 1.020/case
(1.008-1.032)

RR/10 added cases (gender, 
age, ASA 3, cT4, inco. 
adjusted)

3% increased chance to
avoid an APE / 10 cases 

more per yr



Volume effect size on 30-day mortality

PROCARE
N = 1263

30-day mortality 1.3 %

30-day postop mortality
(age adjusted)

OR 1.007/case
(0.986-1.026)



Funnel-plots comparing volume with:

Neoadjuvant treatment

Reporting pCRM



Results

Overall survival adjusted for both age and pStage comparing 
hospitals with volume below versus above the median

PROCARE dataset Population-based (Belgian Cancer Registry)

p = 0.538 p = 0.047

Median volume = 11/yr
Volume <Pc50 = 19% pts

Median volume = 10/yr
Volume <Pc50 = 25% pts

73%

75%

62%

67%



Registration bias in participating centres

Penninckx et al., Eur J Cancer 2014 (participation in 2006-08)

66% of patients treated 

in participating centres

were registered



5-yr age-standardized Relative Survival
for rectal cancer 2000-2007

EUROCARE, Lancet Oncology 2014, 15: 23-34



Conclusion

In PROCARE, Surgical quality hardly influenced by volume-
effect

Important disparities and variablity in quality according to 
volume

Caution in interpretation due to bias

Rectal cancer care improvement actions should not only be 
based on volume but also on mandatory clinical audit


